Natural Styling Techniques
Wash and Go

Natural Styling Techniques
Twist Set
Twist sets are the perfect style to achieve dynamic curls with fullness
and body. Ideal for wavy to tightly coiled textures.

PRODUCTS:





Natural Curl Cleanser		
Natural Moisturizing Conditioner
Natural Daily Moisturizing Lotion
Natural Twist & Set Setting Lotion

PRODUCTS:




INSTRUCTIONS:
Step 1

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6

Step 7
Step 8
Step 9

Wash and go’s are a quick and easy style for women on the go. It
enhances the definition of your beautiful natural curl, provides curl
control and reduces frizz. Ideal for wavy to coiled textures.



Cleanse hair and scalp with
Natural Curl Cleanser
Coiled w/sp
ring
Rinse well.
A
Apply Natural Moisturizing
Conditioner to infuse moisture in hair, then rinse.
Apply Natural Daily Moisturizing Lotion to hair to aid in
the detangling process and infuse additional moisture.
Comb and section hair into 4 sections and secure with clips.
Take one section, Spray Natural Twist & Set Setting Lotion
throughout and comb through for even distribution.
Part a small section and separate from the roots, holding
one section in each hand. Begin twisting one section
around the other in a criss-cross motion until you reach the
end. Wrap twisted hair around the perm rod or flexi rod, roll
upward and secure.
Repeat throughout sections until all hair is twisted and
secured in rods.
Sit under a pre-heated hooded dryer to set the style and
allow hair to completely dry.
Carefully remove the rods. As you unwind the twists, wrap
the curls around your index finger to shape them. Pull your
finger out of the curl softly in the desired direction. Repeat
and separate twists until you have desired volume and
parts are not visible.
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Natural Curl Cleanser		
Natural Moisturizing Conditioner
Natural Almond & Avocado
Detangling Leave-In Conditioner
Natural Curl Enhancing Mousse

INSTRUCTIONS:
Step 1

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Step 9
Step 10

Cleanse hair and scalp with
Curly w/S
pirals
B
Natural Curl Cleanser
Rinse well.
Apply small amount of Natural Moisturizing Conditioner
to infuse moisture in hair, then rinse.
Apply Natural Almond & Avocado Detangling Leave-In
Conditioner to hair to aid in the detangling process and
infuse additional moisture.
Comb and section hair into 4 sections and secure with clips
Take one section, Spray 2-3 pumps of Natural Curl
Enhancing Mousse to coat the strands.
Comb or use your fingers to rake Natural Curl Enhancing
Mousse through from root to ends.
If necessary, gently push up on curl to increase curl
volume.
Continue through each section until entire head
is complete.
Diffuse on low heat to set curls or air dry. To prevent frizz,
do not touch hair until it is completely dry.
Once dry, pull curls apart for desired fullness.
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Natural Styling Techniques
Faux Hawk with Comb Twists

Natural Styling Techniques
Finger Curls

Faux Hawks with Comb Twists are a flattering hairstyle to flaunt on
shorter length hair. This styling method is very low maintenance and
provides long lasting style. Ideal for curly to coiled textures.

Finger Curls are a quick and easy styling technique to create smooth,
sophisticated ringlet curls that are perfect for day or night. Ideal for
wavy to coiled textures.

PRODUCTS:

PRODUCTS:







Natural Curl Cleanser		
Natural Moisturizing Conditioner
Natural Daily Moisturizing Lotion
Natural Defining Crème Gel
Natural Honey Shea Edge Tamer






INSTRUCTIONS:
Step 1

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
Step 7

Step 8
Step 9
Step 10
Step 11
Step 12
Step 13

Natural Curl Cleanser		
Natural Moisturizing Conditioner
Natural Almond & Avocado
Detangling Leave-In Conditioner
Natural Honey CurlForming Custard

INSTRUCTIONS:

Cleanse hair and scalp with
Tightly Coi
led
B
Natural Curl Cleanser
Rinse well.
Apply Natural Moisturizing Conditioner to infuse moisture
in hair, then rinse.
Apply Natural Daily Moisturizing Lotion to hair to aid in
the detangling process and infuse additional moisture.
Starting at nape, make a small horizontal part.
Take ¼ inch sections and apply Natural Defining
Crème Gel to coat the strand, wet hair if necessary.
Using a small tooth tail comb, comb Natural Defining
Crème Gel through from roots to ends.
Starting from the roots, use top teeth in comb to wrap hair
around in a circular motion while slowly pulling
down to release hair in a curl.
Repeat until entire head is complete.
Diffuse on low heat to set curls or air dry.
Once dry, separate curls and style faux hawk as desired.
Next, use your fingertips to work a small dab of Natural
Honey Shea Edge Tamer evenly around your hairline.
Comb your hair and smooth with hands evenly so hair is
swept upward on sides and towards center in back.
For smoother edges, use a satin scarf for 20 minutes to
finish the look.
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Step 1

Step 2
Step 3

Step 4
Step 5

Step 6
Step 7
Step 8
Step 9
Step 10

Curly w/Lo
Cleanse hair and scalp with
ops
A
Natural Curl Cleanser
Rinse well.
Apply Natural Moisturizing Conditioner to infuse moisture
in hair, then rinse.
Apply Natural Almond & Avocado Detangling Leave-In
Conditioner to hair to aid in the detangling process and
infuse additional moisture.
Comb and section hair into 4 sections and secure with clips.
Starting at nape, make a 1-inch horizontal part. If necessary,
wet hair and coat strand with Natural Honey CurlForming
Custard.
Comb Natural Honey CurlForming Custard through from
root to ends for even distribution.
Take ½ inch sections and begin twirling hair around finger
from the scalp down to the ends.
Repeat from the nape of neck to forehead until entire head
is complete.
Diffuse on low heat to set curls or air dry. To prevent frizz, do
not touch hair until it is completely dry.
Once dry, separate curls and style for desired fullness.
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